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ne of the basic tenets of the American legal system is the
defendant’s right to a jury of one’s peers.1 This process
entrusts civilian-jurors who are unfamiliar with legal
concepts to settle legal issues. Judges are therefore charged with
the difficult task of explaining relevant laws to untrained jurors
through judicial instructions. Research on jury instructions indicates that jurors often have difficulty understanding and utilizing
instructions when determining verdicts.2 These difficulties can
be especially relevant in cases involving eyewitnesses since jurors
rarely understand the many factors that affect the accuracy of
eyewitness testimony, nor the necessarily long and complex judicial instructions.3
Many problems are associated with eyewitness identifications.
Perhaps most importantly, eyewitness testimony can predispose
jurors toward guilty verdicts,4 and has contributed to wrongful
convictions and incarcerations.5 Indeed, 75% of the wrongfully
convicted persons released by DNA evidence were convicted
based, at least in part, on eyewitness testimony.6 In 2011, New
Jersey’s Supreme Court in State v. Henderson approved new judicial instructions in an attempt to educate jurors about the many
factors that can influence the accuracy of an eyewitness,7 but
subsequent research questions the efficacy of such judicial
instructions.8 A special issue of Court Review released right after
the Henderson9 decision reviewed the psychological research on
eyewitnesses. This included an article on judicial instructions in
cases involving eyewitnesses, but research regarding Henderson

instructions was too new to be included.10 In the six years since
the 2012 review was published, researchers have conducted
studies specifically testing the Henderson instructions, including
the current study which examined the effects of case facts, judicial instructions (including a proposed verdict form), and mockjurors’ pre-existing belief in the fallibility of memory on perceptions of the eyewitness and defendant in a case involving eyewitness testimony. This article has two purposes: 1) to provide an
up-to-date summary of the laws and research regarding eyewitnesses and eyewitness memory since the 2012 special issue of
Court Review and 2) to present the results of a new study testing
whether instructions and a verdict form help jurors distinguish
between good and bad eyewitnesses. This updated review will
ultimately make recommendations for how judges should
approach the problem of faulty eyewitnesses and jury instructions—and how jurors interpret their testimony.
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THE PROBLEM OF EYEWITNESS MEMORY

There are three main problems associated with eyewitness
memory: eyewitness memory is fallible; a variety of factors affect
eyewitness accuracy; and jurors have poor understanding of
memory.11 These problems were addressed in the 2012 special
issue of Court Review and we discuss that data below, noting subsequent research as well.
Despite the common perception that memory is like a videotape that can be “rewound” and viewed again accurately, memory
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is a complex constructive, dynamic, and selective process.12
Unlike a videotape, which precisely records all the information in
a scene, eyewitnesses get the “gist” of what is happening and construct a memory based on selected pieces of information and
what makes sense to the person in the context of the situation.13
This constructed memory incorporates (sometimes inaccurate)
information acquired after the event, and may quickly and constantly lose reliability.14 Unfortunately, jurors’ misconceptions
regarding memory, as well as the difficulty of weighing factors
that influence memory, can lead jurors to overvalue eyewitness
testimony, often to the detriment of the defendant.15
THE FALLIBILITY OF EYEWITNESS MEMORY
As memory is constructed by the individual person, and
rapidly and continuously decays, it is subject to distortion and
contamination.16 Research conducted over the last half century
has indicated that a person’s memory can be altered through
interactions with co-witnesses,17 interviews with law enforcement,18 feedback received after identifying a suspect in a
lineup,19 receipt of case information after the event (especially
when this information is repeated; e.g., news stories),20 and the
passage of time.21 As the quality of memories erodes with time,
people are particularly susceptible to misinformation that is
introduced after the memory has faded.22 Most research investigates memory change based on external influence—that is, influence in which an interaction with another person introduces
misinformation to the memory holder. Two articles in the 2012
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enced eyewitness memory, even more
than the same information from multiple sources. This indicates the need for separation of eyewitnesses as quickly as is practicable.24 Since the release of the special issue, researchers have confirmed the susceptibility of eyewitnesses to memory change and contamination following discussions with co-witnesses and investigators.25
Memories also can change without external influence.26
Although research into spontaneous memory change is not as
developed as the literature on external corruption, researchers
posit that automatic or inference-based processes might account
for the phenomenon.27
If memories can change, it then brings up the question
whether the person knows that their memory has been changed.
A memory is more likely to change if the person does not immediately detect a discrepancy between the misinformation and the
memory of the original event.28 However, a memory can change
even if the person notices such a discrepancy.29 In this case, the
memory holder notices the discrepancy and assumes that the
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new/misinformation is correct,
and the original memory is flawed.
This creates a false memory.30 False
memories can range from altered
details from true memories31 to
entirely false, detailed, memories.32
Such research suggests that,
rather than being a perfect representation of the past, memories are
instead constantly vulnerable to
influence and change.33 The extent
of the susceptibility is affected by several factors, discussed in the
following section, that are present during and after the formation
of a memory. Therefore, it is important that members of the legal
system (including judges, law enforcement officer, and jurors)
recall the vulnerabilities of memory when interacting with an
eyewitness. Indeed, the legal system has incorporated psychological research34 into standards and practices surrounding eyewitnesses.35

“[T]he legal
system has
incorporated
psychological
research into
standards
surrounding
eyewitnesses.”

FACTORS THAT AFFECT EYEWITNESS ACCURACY
As just discussed, memory is malleable.36 Indeed, the body of
eyewitness identification research demonstrates that many factors can affect eyewitness memory. Psychologists have divided
factors that can influence eyewitness accuracy into two categories: system variables and estimator variables.37 System variables are variables that influence memory that are under the legal
system’s control, while estimator variables are not. It is important
to understand both system and estimator variables discussed in
this section, as judicial instructions direct jurors to consider the
effects of both types of variables.
System variables. System variables are factors that are control-
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lable by the legal system, including blind administration of lineups, pre-identification instructions, lineup construction, lack of
feedback, showups, simultaneous vs. sequential lineups, and
multiple viewings.38 Each of these factors will be discussed in
this section.
Information received by witnesses both before and after
making an identification (e.g., in a lineup) can affect their
memories.39 “Blind” administration of lineups occurs when the
police investigator charged with administering the lineup is
either unaware if the suspect is in the lineup (double blind
administration), or unaware of the suspect’s position in the
lineup (blind administration). Blind administration is important because administrators who are familiar with the suspect
might consciously or unconsciously communicate the identity
of the suspect to the witness (e.g., through vocal or body
cues).40 Pre-identification instructions should indicate to the
witness that the suspect might or might not be in the lineup
and that the witness should not feel pressure to make an identification. This warning is necessary because, otherwise, witnesses are more likely to select the person in the lineup that
most closely resembles the perpetrator, which increases the risk
of misidentification.41 After making an identification, witnesses
should not be told whether their identification matches the suspect. Confirmation that the eyewitness identified the suspect
can artificially inflate his confidence in both the quality and
accuracy of his identification.42
Lineup construction also affects the reliability of identifications. A properly constructed lineup has four main features.43
First, lineups should only include people who look alike so that
the suspect does not look markedly different from the fillers
(i.e., people who are not suspects but match the witness’
description).44 Second, there should be a minimum of five
fillers so that witnesses have to carefully examine their memories.45 Showups, in which a single suspect is presented to a wit-
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45. NAT’L INST. OF JUSTICE, U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE, EYEWITNESS EVIDENCE: A
GUIDE FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT 29 (1999)

ness, increase the risks of misidentifications and should be used
sparingly.46
Third, people in the lineups should be presented sequentially
(one at a time), rather than simultaneously (all at once). A simultaneous lineup forces a witness to say “yes/no, this is/is not the
perpetrator” before looking at the next person in the lineup.
Once the witness says “yes,” the lineup is over. This reduces the
likelihood that the witness will compare all the people at once
and select the suspect who most closely represents the perpetrator.47 Lineups also should only contain one suspect to reduce the
likelihood of a “lucky guess.”
Finally, a suspect should only be presented to a witness once
during an investigation to reduce the risk of misidentification.
Multiple viewings of the same suspect make it difficult to tell if
the witness recalls a familiar looking suspect from the original
crime or from earlier lineups.48 As system variables can have a
profound influence on the accuracy of the eyewitness and are
under the control of the legal system, efforts by the legal system
to create and maintain best practices are vital.
Estimator variables. Estimator variables are outside the control
of the legal system. They are called estimator variables because
their exact impact cannot be determined and must by estimated.
These variables instead refer to characteristics of the witness, perpetrator, or the event itself.49 Known estimator variables include
stress, weapon focus, duration of event, distance and lighting,
witness characteristics, characteristics of perpetrator, cross-racebias, exposure to other information, memory decay, and speed of
identification. Each of these variables will be discussed in this
section.
Some variables present during the crime affect the quality of
eyewitness evidence.50 The amount of stress an eyewitness is
under at the time of the crime can affect his ability to make an
accurate identification.51 While mild amounts of stress can

improve cognitive performance,
“[H]igh levels
high levels of stress negatively
of stress
affect accurate recall of the event
52
and perpetrator. One source of
negatively
potential stress is the visibility of a
affect accurate
weapon during the crime.53
recall of the
“Weapon focus” is the tendency for
a witness to have his attention
event and
drawn from the culprit to the
perpetrator.”
weapon, reducing the reliability of
the identification.54 This effect is
intensified when the interaction is brief, as the witness has no
time to adapt to the presence of the weapon and focus on other
details.55
The witness’s level of intoxication and age also affect the reliability of his identifications.56 Greater levels of alcohol consumption reduce eyewitness accuracy compared to lower alcohol levels or sobriety.57 The age of the eyewitness also affects identification accuracy. Young children58 and older adults tend to be less
accurate than young adults.59 However, the age of the perpetrator
might affect these findings, as younger adults are better at recognizing young faces, while seniors either are not affected by perpetrator age, or are better at identifying older perpetrators.60
The amount of time a witness has to view the perpetrator,
regardless of the presence of a weapon, is important. Brief exposure to the criminal provides less time for the witness to focus on
the perpetrator and often results in less accurate identifications
than longer periods of exposure.61 Likewise, the ability to focus
on and accurately perceive the suspect is reduced as the physical
distance between witness and perpetrator increases, and/or when
the lighting becomes poorer.62 Witnesses both overestimate the
duration of an event and have difficulty estimating distances.63
Factors other than the age of the perpetrator (as discussed
above) can affect eyewitness accuracy. Disguises (e.g., sunglasses,
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masks) and other alterations to a
perpetrator’s face (e.g., plastic
surgery, growing facial hair) can
affect identification accuracy.64 Relatively simple disguises such as a
hat65 or a beard66 reduce identification accuracy. Another relevant characteristic of the perpetrator that can
affect identification accuracy is
race.67 Witnesses are better at identifying perpetrators of their own race
than perpetrators of other races. This effect is called the crossrace identification effect.68
Factors that occur after a crime is witnessed can also affect
identification quality. As discussed earlier in this article, eyewitness memories can be altered through interactions with others.
This effect can occur, for example, if a police officer asks leading
questions when interviewing the witness.69 However, this can
also occur when post-event feedback occurs between non-state
actors or entities (e.g., other witnesses, newspaper stories). For
example, discussions between co-eyewitnesses can affect memories or form false memories.70 This effect strengthens when cowitnesses know each other.71
The amount of time between witnessing a crime and making
an identification can also affect identification accuracy. The clarity of a memory declines over time.72 This is true for all memories
and the process is irreversible, meaning that memories can never
improve and the probability of an accurate identification
decreases over time.73 For example, a study found that misidentifications rose sharply from two to twenty-four hours after the
event.74 However, the exact length of time at which memories
become unreliable is not known. Further, the speed with which
an eyewitness makes an identification might also indicate identi-

“[J]urors can
be poor judges
of eyewitness
quality, which
increases the
risk of false
convictions.”
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fication quality. Research is somewhat mixed, but several studies
indicate that witnesses who make identifications quickly (i.e.,
less than thirty seconds) are more accurate than those who take
more time.75 As this review suggests, the confluence of system
and estimator variables affect the quality of eyewitness identification and testimony. Utilizing this knowledge, an article in the
2012 special edition of Court Review posited a method for judges
to assess eyewitness accuracy.76 It is important for legal professionals to utilize this method or otherwise take such knowledge
into account.
According to another article in the 2012 special edition of
Court Review, conventional legal understanding leads to (a) a failure to appreciate the impact of suggestive procedures, (b) overreliance on eyewitness evidence, (c) failure to understand the factors that influence memory, and (d) generally failure to discourage suggestive procedures.77 The need for best practices that are
rigorously followed and frequently updated in response to social
scientific research is echoed by another article in that 2012 special edition.78 The faults of traditional legal understanding, especially concerning understanding of memory, apply to jurors also,
as discussed next.
JURORS’ UNDERSTANDING OF MEMORY
Several factors that influence eyewitness accuracy discussed
above, such as lighting and physical distance from the perpetrator, might seem intuitive; however, jurors generally struggle to
properly evaluate eyewitness accuracy.79 Due to lack of knowledge of these misconceptions, jurors can be poor judges of eyewitness quality, which increases the risk of false convictions.
There are several factors that make it difficult for jurors to evaluate eyewitnesses accurately.80 First, jurors are overly influenced
by eyewitness testimony, regardless of the quality of the testimony.81 It is difficult to question a victim who states, “I’m confi-
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dent the defendant is the perpetrator.” Second, many jurors hold
faulty beliefs about the nature of memory.82 Jurors also have
demonstrated beliefs about factors that influence eyewitness
accuracy that run contrary to knowledge of experts.83 For
instance, jurors often believe that the confidence of a witness
equates to accuracy—a finding that is somewhat in dispute in
academic circles. Finally, even when jurors understand the influence of factors (e.g., the presence of a weapon) on eyewitness
accuracy, these factors are not always utilized when assessing
eyewitness testimony.84 These issues are discussed in depth in
this section.
The core issue is that many jurors have misconceptions about
how memory works.85 In numerous studies conducted over the
last 30 years, lay respondents consistently overestimated the reliability and consistency of memory.86 Results of a meta-analysis
(which compares results across a range of studies on a single subject) revealed that jurors held beliefs contrary to expert opinion
roughly 33% of the time across all factors regarding influences on
eyewitness accuracy.87 This disagreement was strongest on the
factors regarding the link between confidence and accuracy,
cross-race bias, length of exposure to the perpetrator, length of
time between event and identification, unconscious transference,
and weapon focus.88 Additionally, lay opinion differed from
expert opinion, albeit by a smaller margin, when considering
confidence malleability, lineup instructions, mugshot-induced
bias, presentation of lineup, question wording, alcohol intoxication, attitudes and expectations, child suggestibility, and postevent information.89 These beliefs have the potential to make
jurors overvalue the witness’s testimony. Indeed, jurors overestimate the ability of others to make correct identifications.90 In
several studies, when asked “In my opinion, the testimony of one
confident eyewitness should be enough evidence to convict a
defendant of a crime,” roughly 37.1% of laypersons agreed compared to 0% of experts,91 indicating that jurors’ pre-existing
beliefs about memory both conflict with those of experts, and
likely predispose jurors to accept any form of eyewitness evidence to the detriment of the defendant.
Jurors are also often unable to properly utilize knowledge of
factors that influence eyewitness accuracy when evaluating an
eyewitness and deciding on a verdict.92 Several studies have
found that jurors focus only on witness confidence, and do not

consider the conditions under
“[J]urors
which a witness experienced the
event and made the identification overestimate the
(e.g., length of exposure).93 This ability of others
suggests that, even when jurors
to make correct
understand the factors that influence eyewitnesses, this informa- identifications.”
tion is not always used when
determining the guilt of the defendant. Indeed, the influence of eyewitness testimony—combined
with blindness to the limitations of memory, mistaken beliefs
about the influences of external factors on eyewitness accuracy,
and a tendency to disregard factors other than confidence when
making decisions—potentially lead to false convictions. This is
demonstrated through DNA exonerations, of which 75%
involved mistaken eyewitness testimony.94 Some courts have recognized this problem and made attempts to remedy the situation,
as discussed next.95
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JUDICIAL INSTRUCTIONS AS A SOLUTION TO THE
EYEWITNESS PROBLEM: AN OVERVIEW

Judicial instructions have been the legal system’s chosen safeguard against wrongful convictions due to eyewitness misidentifications.96 Two court rulings have specifically addressed the
need for judges to educate jurors about the fallibility of eyewitness testimony. In United States v. Telfaire (1972), an appellate
court ruled that judges should inform jurors of the fallibility of
eyewitness testimony; this led to the creation of the Telfaire
instructions. In State v. Henderson (2011), the New Jersey
Supreme Court ruled that all judges in New Jersey presiding over
cases involving eyewitness testimony must inform jurors about
factors that influence eyewitness accuracy. These instructions,
known as the Henderson instructions, largely relied on the more
than thirty years and 2,000 psychological research studies on
eyewitness memory and testimony.97 In the Henderson ruling, the
Court stated that such studies “have passed a rigorous test and
are generally considered worthy of consideration by the greater
scientific community.”98 Unfortunately, this ruling did not consider psychological research on the effect of judicial instructions
on jurors, which indicates that instructions do not have consistent effects on juror decision making.99
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JUDICIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR
EYEWITNESS EVIDENCE
The United States v. Telfaire
(1972) ruling was the first to create
standardized instructions for judges
regarding issues of eyewitness testimony.100 The Telfaire instructions
advised jurors to consider (a) if the
eyewitness had the capacity to
observe the crime; (b) the strength of
the identification due to the circumstances in which the crime
was observed; (c) the credibility of the eyewitness; and (d)
whether the eyewitness evidence, once evaluated, convinces the
juror beyond a reasonable doubt.101 Despite the inclusion of
guidelines to evaluate eyewitness testimony, the Telfaire instructions did not make clear to jurors how to determine what factors
(e.g., credibility of the eyewitness or the strength of the identification) might have influenced the witness.102 Furthermore, the
instructions failed to direct jurors on how to use or weigh the factors to assess eyewitness accuracy.103
More recently, eyewitness memory researchers worked with
the State Supreme Court in State v. Henderson (2011) to provide
research-based instructions to help jurors evaluate eyewitness
testimony.104 The Henderson instructions detail numerous factors
that affect eyewitness accuracy, as well as the nature of memory
itself.105 Unlike the Telfaire instructions, which instruct jurors to
generally “consider the circumstances” surrounding an identification, the Henderson instructions provide information about the
specific factors that can affect eyewitness accuracy in the specific
case.106 Additionally, judges provide explanations regarding how
the factors present in the case affect eyewitness accuracy.107

“Juror
sensitivity is
the desired
outcome of
judicial
instructions…”

PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH OF JUDICIAL INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING EYEWITNESS TESTIMONY
Researchers have long examined the effect of judicial instructions on jurors’ assessments of eyewitness testimony.108 This
research categorizes the effects into three categories: juror confusion, juror skepticism, and juror sensitivity.109 Juror confusion
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occurs when jurors become confused or overwhelmed by the
information contained in jury instructions and disregard judicial
instructions (and by extension disregard witnessing conditions)
when making decisions.110 Juror skepticism occurs when, after
receiving judicial instructions, jurors evaluate all witnesses more
harshly, regardless of witnessing conditions.111 Thus, skeptical
jurors undervalue the testimony of all witnesses, rather than carefully assessing the value of the testimony of each witness. Juror
sensitivity occurs when, after receiving judicial instructions,
jurors consider witnessing conditions and accurately evaluate
eyewitness testimony.112 Juror sensitivity is the desired outcome
of judicial instructions because sensitized jurors can differentiate
between good and bad eyewitnesses. The justice system uses judicial instructions to sensitize jurors. Unfortunately, previous
research using both Telfaire and Henderson instructions has produced mixed findings regarding the effect of judicial instructions
on juror decision making.113
RESEARCH USING TELFAIRE INSTRUCTIONS
Most research on the effectiveness of judicial instructions has
studied Telfaire instructions with mixed results. Many studies
found that the Telfaire instructions fail to sensitize jurors.114
However, a few studies produced juror skepticism115 or sensitivity.116
Because many investigations into the impact of unmodified
Telfaire instructions have found no effects,117 researchers have
focused on potential modifications to the Telfaire instructions.
These studies have also had mixed results. For example, studies
using modified Telfaire instructions found inconsistent outcomes
on participant-jurors’ abilities to differentiate between “good” and
“bad” eyewitnesses, with some finding that instructions sensitize
participant-jurors to eyewitness quality,118 and others finding no
effects.119
A more consistent result of instruction modification is
increased participant-jurors’ confidence in their verdicts and/or in
their comprehension.120 However, just because jurors are confident in their ability to comprehend instructions does not mean
they actually are able to comprehend. Many studies found no link
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between increased juror confidence and actual comprehension of
instructions121 or verdict choice.122 Indeed, most modifications
to the Telfaire instructions fail to affect verdicts.123 After Henderson, researchers moved away from testing Telfaire instructions
and began focusing on Henderson instructions, as discussed next.
NEWER RESEARCH USING HENDERSON
INSTRUCTIONS
The implementation of Henderson instructions in New Jersey
begat research about effectiveness. Unmodified Henderson
instructions have either produced no effects on jurors or created
juror skepticism.124 However, some research indicates that modifying Henderson instructions could increase juror sensitivity.125
Modified instructions have produced mixed results, depending in part on the type of modification.126 Changing the timing
of the Henderson instructions (e.g., presenting instructions at
beginning of the case or presenting instructions multiple times)
produced juror skepticism that affected verdicts in some
studies,127 but not in other studies.128 The strategy of asking
jurors if a specific factor was present, but only after explaining
the Henderson factor, sometimes led to juror sensitivity129 and
sometimes had no impact.130 The most sensitizing modification
currently appears to be summarizing instructions, rather than
presenting a full-length charge, and then asking questions of the
jurors regarding the presence of a factor, but after each Henderson factor is described.131 However, neither original nor modified Henderson instructions affect juror comprehension of the
factors that affect eyewitness accuracy, even when jurors demonstrated sensitization.132 This is a troubling finding, as a goal of
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the Henderson instructions is to educate jurors. Taken together, these
studies indicate that the current
instructions are not sensitizing
jurors, but further research into
instruction modification could indicate how the instructions could be
effectively modified.
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JUROR COMPREHENSION OF
INSTRUCTIONS – CURRENT
STUDY ABOUT EYEWITNESSES
Through the research process, social scientists have found
that jurors often do not understand many types of judicial
instructions, and therefore do not utilize judicial instructions
when making decisions.133 This lack of comprehension can lead
to wrongful convictions, as judicial instructions are provided to
give jurors the legal knowledge to make appropriate verdicts.134
There are many factors that can make it difficult for jurors to
understand and properly utilize judicial instructions, the most
common of which include inability to understand “legalese,”
complicated wording and sentence structure, presentation of
instructions, and omissions of important words.135 Researchers
have explored a number of strategies to improve juror comprehension, including rewriting legal instructions in “Plain English,”136 paraphrasing and clarifying portions of instructions that
jurors say have been difficult to understand,137 allowing jurors
to request clarification from judges,138 providing instructions
multiple times,139 providing jurors with written copies of
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instructions,140 and presenting
instructions in innovative ways
(e.g., flowcharts, linking case facts
to appropriate legal standards,
explaining common misconceptions about legal concepts).141
To increase juror comprehension, and by extension, to increase
the effectiveness of judicial
instructions, three of these strategies were implemented in the current study. Specifically, participants who were assigned to receive judicial instructions were
provided Henderson instructions both before and after reading
case facts; only portions of the Henderson instructions relevant to
the case were provided; and participant-jurors received written
copies of the instructions.
Additionally, the current study tests a new modification: a verdict form. Some of the jurors were given a verdict form which
asked them to identify which witness factors were present in the
case. They also received the Henderson instructions meant to
educate jurors about factors that can negatively affect witness
memory. Other participants read only the Henderson instructions (without a verdict form) or read no instructions and
received no form. The main research question was whether
instructions—with or without the verdict form—sensitize jurors
to be able to differentiate good from bad witnesses.

“[T]he fallibility
of memory
significantly
related to how
participants
perceived the
eyewitness…”

CURRENT RESEARCH STUDY

The current study examined the effect of eyewitness factors
(ideal/poor lighting, cross-race identification, and excessive witness confidence), judicial instructions (no instruction, instruction
only, instruction plus a verdict form), and pre-existing belief in
the fallibility of memory on perceptions of the eyewitness and
defendant in a case involving eyewitness testimony. To investigate
the impact of these factors, 206 undergraduate students142 acted
as jurors and read an online trial summary involving a mugging
140. Geofferey P. Kramer & Dorean M. Koening, Do Jurors Understand
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in which the victim is the eyewitness. To compare the effects of
factors that would make an eyewitness more or less accurate, the
trial summary indicated that the eyewitness had either ideal witnessing conditions, viewed the perpetrator in poor lighting, was
mugged by a man of a different race, or was excessively confident
when discussing his identification. Participant-jurors then read
either the Henderson instructions; the Henderson instructions plus
a special verdict form, which asked participant-jurors to indicate
the presence of each factor143; or did not receive instructions or
the verdict form. After reading the randomly assigned trial summary and (if applicable) instructions and verdict form, participants rated the accuracy of the eyewitness, rated the likelihood
that the defendant was guilty, rendered a verdict, and completed
a measure of belief in the fallibility of memory.
Analyses indicate that participant-jurors who were read either
Henderson instructions alone or with the verdict form had the
same perceptions of the eyewitness, perceptions of the defendant,
and verdicts as those who received no instructions.144 However,
participant-jurors already knew, without the benefit of judicial
instructions, that poor lighting made witnesses less accurate than
eyewitnesses in ideal conditions, excessively confident eyewitnesses, and witnesses who made cross-race identifications.145 This
indicates that the participant-jurors were already somewhat familiar with the effect of lighting on eyewitness accuracy. Specifically,
participants rated eyewitnesses who viewed the perpetrator in
poor lighting as less accurate and viewed the defendant as less
guilty when compared to ideal witnessing conditions, but these
perceptions did not impact verdicts.
Despite recognizing the impact of lighting on eyewitnesses,
participants were not able to differentiate between ideal conditions and excessive confidence146 or cross-race identifications.147
Additionally, neither instruction type nor eyewitness condition
affected belief in the fallibility of memory,148 indicating that this
belief was pre-existing and somewhat inflexible.
The preexisting belief in the fallibility of memory significantly
related to how participants perceived the eyewitness,149 perceived the defendant,150 and rendered verdicts.151 As belief in the
tion Research, 32 FLA. ST. UNIV. L. REV. 443 (2005).
143. Verdict forms are occasionally used to help jurors recognize that the
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fallibility of memory increased, the eyewitness was perceived as
less accurate,152 the defendant was perceived as less guilty,153 and
not-guilty verdicts increased.154 This indicates that increased
belief in the fallibility of memory can cause juror skepticism, as
not-guilty verdicts increased regardless of whether the witness
had ideal witnessing conditions or flawed witnessing conditions.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The recommendations and conclusions from the articles contained in the 2012 special issue of Court Review remain sound.
Evidence-based best practices should be implemented consistently throughout the legal system, and disincentives for deviating
best practices should be both created and enforced.155 An example of one of these best practices is interviewing eyewitness(es).
Eyewitnesses should be interviewed using non-suggestive techniques as quickly as possible after the incident.156 Likewise, cowitnesses should be separated and interviewed separately.157
When a case reaches court, judges should evaluate the likely accuracy of the eyewitness before allowing him to testify.158 Finally,
judicial instructions should be modified to aid jurors in comprehending and utilizing information regarding eyewitnesses.159
The findings of the present study largely supported previous
findings on jurors’ use of judicial instructions in cases involving
eyewitnesses, and Court Review’s 2012 review of the literature.160
Specifically, instructions produced no effect of participant-jurors’
perceptions of the trial parties or verdicts. Even asking participant-jurors to indicate whether a witness factor (e.g., lighting)
was present on a verdict form had no effect; this comports with
mixed successes found in other studies,161 despite the differing
methodologies of a verdict form and asking participants hypothetical questions.
There are several potential reasons our verdict form failed to
sensitize jurors. First, perhaps the use of the actual language in
the Henderson instructions, rather than simplified language utilized in some other studies, prevented participant-jurors from
fully comprehending and utilizing the instructions. Also, the
presence of only one factor that influences eyewitness accuracy
per condition might have left participant-jurors underestimating
the effect of the factor on the eyewitness. Perhaps the use of
many simultaneous factors would be perceived as more detrimental to eyewitness accuracy than a single factor. Clearly, more
research needs to be done to determine which modifications are
successful in sensitizing jurors.
As reported in previous research, participant jurors were also
insensitive to many of the factors that affect eyewitness accuracy,
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mance, regardless of instructions. The lack of impact of this
knowledge on verdicts remains
troubling, however. Perceptions that an eyewitness is less accurate and a defendant is less guilty (compared to other conditions)
should affect verdicts. However, in our study, poor lighting conditions affected perceptions of the witness and defendant—but
not verdicts. Changing jurors’ perceptions is a step in the right
direction, but it is of little comfort to a wrongfully convicted
defendant.
Despite somewhat disappointing findings regarding the effectiveness of the present Henderson instructions and verdict form,
there are some promising findings from other studies regarding
modifications to the instructions. For instance, dynamic jury
instructions (e.g., flowcharts) have helped sensitize jurors to
judicial instructions.162 Other modifications, such as simplifying
and clarifying the language in the instructions163 and allowing
jurors to ask for clarification,164 have also met with some success.
Future research will clarify precisely what modifications are most
helpful.
Importantly, participant-jurors’ belief in memory in the current study had a strong relationship on their perceptions and verdicts.165 Because preexisting beliefs about memory related to
both perceptions and verdicts, one potentially successful effort to
reduce wrongful convictions in cases involving eyewitnesses
could therefore be to select jurors with varying degrees of belief
in the fallibility of memory. The diversity of beliefs would allow
for a more thorough evaluation of the eyewitness, as the jury
would include jurors predisposed to believe that the eyewitness
is accurate and those predisposed to believe the eyewitness is
inaccurate. This more thorough and critical evaluation of the eyewitness would likely reduce wrongful convictions based on
uncritical acceptance of eyewitness testimony. However, specifically selecting jurors based on such specific beliefs is likely
impractical. Instead, promoting general diversity amongst the
jury is a simpler solution. There are several benefits of diverse

Gabbert et al., supra note 23; Foster et al., supra note 20.
Id.
Wise & Safer, supra note 76.
Bornstein & Hamm, supra note 2.
Bornstein & Hamm, supra note 2.
Berman supra note 124; Jones et al., supra note 124; Perez, supra
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163. Marder, supra note 135; Tiersma & Curtis, supra note 135; Smith &
Haney, supra note 135.
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165. These results were insensitive to eye-witnessing conditions, indicating a skepticism effect, F (21, 459) = 1.31, p = .164.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
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juries, including more thorough understanding of case facts and
verdict criteria166 and higher quality deliberations (e.g., more
case facts discussed, longer deliberation, fewer inaccuracies).167
The simplest method for increasing the likelihood of a diverse
jury is to convene a twelve-person, rather than a six-person, jury.
An analysis of studies examining the effects of jury size found
that six-person juries, when compared to twelve-person juries,
contain fewer minority members (and therefore fewer minority
members’ opinions), discuss trial testimony with less accuracy,
and remember fewer evidentiary facts.168
As the consequences of false convictions and identifications
are severe, it is highly worthwhile for judges and researchers to
continue to attempt to sensitize jurors to the fallibility of eyewitness identifications and testimony. To this end, legal scholars and
the courts should partner together to obtain high-quality
research on actual jurors/potential jurors. One of the drawbacks
of laboratory studies is a lack of verisimilitude. By partnering
with select courts regarding creation or implementation of potential modifications to judicial instructions and access to jurors
and/or potential jurors, both researchers and courts can gain a
more complete understanding of the solutions to the problems
posed by mistaken eyewitness testimony.
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